LARGE PRINT BOOKS

Vertigo 42 by Martha Grimes M
Promise by Beth Wiseman F
Lost Key by Catherine Coulter M
The Turning by T. Davis Bunn F
Perfect Witness by Iris Johansen M
Flesh and Blood by Patricia Cornwell M
New York Christmas by Anne Perry R
Change of Heart by Jude Deveraux R
Maeve’s Time by Maeve Binchy F
Revival by Stephen King M
Blood Magick by Nora Roberts F
Live to See Tomorrow by Iris Johansen M
Accused by Lisa Scottoline M
The Golem of Hollywood by Jonathan Kellerman M
Designated Daughters by Margaret Maron F
The Homesman by Glendon Swarthout F
Caroline’s Secret by Amy Lillard R
Wyoming Strong by Diana Palmer W
In Perfect Time by Sarah Sundin F
Hope to Die by James Patterson M
Blue Labyrinth by Douglas Preston & Lee Child M
Pegasus by Danielle Steel R
Burning Room by Michael Connelly M
Escape by David Baldacci M

AUDIO BOOKS ON CD

Majic Man by Max Allan Collins F
Edge of eternity by Ken Follett F
Bones never lie by Kathy Reichs M
Christmas Bouquet by Sherryl Woods R
King’s Curse by Philippa Gregory F
Perfect Witness by Iris Johansen M
Mr. Mercedes by Stephen King M
When the snow Falls by Fern Michaels R
Family of Jesus by Karen Kingsbury F
Way of all Fish by Martha Grimes M
Amish Gathering by Beth Wiseman F
Shadow Spell by Nora Roberts F
Smoke by Lisa Unger F
Back on Murder by J. Mark Bertrand M
Neon Mirage by Max Allen Collins F
Mommy May I by A.K. Alexander F
Festive in Death by J.D. Robb M
 Killer by Jonathan Kellerman M
Destroy Rides Again by Max Brand W
Red Dove of Monterey by Stephen Bly W
Proud Quail of the San Joaquin by Stephen Bly W
Last Swan in Sacramento by Stephen Bly W
Paris Match by Stuart Woods M
Blood Magick by Nora Roberts M
An Island Christmas by Nancy Thayer F
Leaving Time by Jodi Picoult F
Deadline by John Sanford M
Gray Mountain by John Grisham M
Betrayed by Lisa Scottoline M
A.D. 30 by Ted Dekker F
Delirious by Daniel Palmer W
Wanna Get Lucky by Deborah Coonts F
Flesh and Blood by Patricia Cornwell M
Escape by David Baldacci M
Mistletoe Promise by Richard Paul Evans
AUDIO NON_FIC BOOKS ON CD

Killing Kennedy by Bill O’Reilly
Killing Lincoln by Bill O’Reilly
Killing Patton by Bill O’Reilly

DVD

Highway to Heaven seasons 1-5
The Ranger the Cook and a Ranger in the Sky
Watertown in Pictures 1800-2004
Croods
James Michener’s Centennial
The 50’s Greatest Sci-Fi Shows
Classic Crimes and Capers
Hollywoodland
Friends with Money
Ghost Town
Definitely Maybe
Legends of the Fall
Get Smart Seasons 1-5
Daniel Boone Seasons 1-6
Quincy Season 1-5
Dick Van Dyke Show Seasons 1-5
25 Mystery Classics
8 westerns
3 worlds of Gulliver
The Proud Ones
Stage Door Canteen
Scandal Sheet/ Vengeance Valley
John Wayne Tribute to an American Icon
Remember the times at 50
The 50’s Greatest Police Shows
Jurassic Park 1,2,3
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Joke Corner

I've reached an age where my train of thought often leaves the station without me.

When I die I want my last words to be, "I left a million dollars under the........"